Control of surface morphology and crystal structure of silicon nanowires and their coherent phonon transport characteristics
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Abstract

We report on the first experimental observation of coherent phonon transport characteristics in silicon nanowires (SiNWs) synthesized by a one-step surface reconstruction growth mechanism. As-grown SiNWs taper down along the growth direction alongside a decrease in both roughness and stacking fault density. Furthermore, by systematically measuring the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity using a conventional thermal bridge method, we found that the measured thermal conductivity values of surface-reconstructed (SR)-SiNWs \(13–20 \text{ W m}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}\) at room temperature are markedly lower than that predicted from the conventional diffuse phonon transport model for given NW diameters. We also observed that the thermal conductivities of SR-SiNWs exhibit an unexpected power law of \(\sim T^a\) in the temperature range of 25–60 K, which cannot be explained by the typical Debye \(\sim T^3\) behavior. Interestingly, our experimental results are consistent with a frequency-dependent model, which can be induced by coherence in the diffuse reflection and backscattering of phonons at the rough surface and stacking faults on SR-SiNWs, resulting in the suppressed thermal conductivity. Therefore, the demonstrated rational synthesis model and measurement technique promise great potential for improving the performance of a wide range of one-dimensional NW-based thermoelectric devices.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few years, a number of research groups have intensively studied, both experimentally [1–5] and theoretically [6–10], the enhancement of thermal properties (figure-of-merit; ZT) of silicon nanowires (SiNWs), primarily focusing on diameter reduction and surface roughness. Of particular importance in the application of SiNWs to thermoelectric (TE) devices [11,12] is the need to reduce the effective thermal conductivity of the NW through enhancement of phonon-boundary scattering at rough surfaces and/or interlayers, which can act as important phonon scattering interfaces. Control over the surface morphology (roughness and facets), crystal structure and crystalline defects in SiNWs can provide a route to the reduction of thermal conductivity via diffuse reflection.
and backscattering. The Yang and Majumdar [1,3,4] research groups have used metal-catalyzed vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) growth and the wet chemical etching process to show that the thermal properties of thin and rough SiNWs can be improved 100-fold relative to that of bulk Si. More recently, Sansoz [10] showed by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that the thermal conductivity is greatly reduced in crystalline dynamics (MD) simulations that the thermal conductivity elements. To optimize the design and performance of SiNWs as TE elements.

To date, several research groups have documented faceting on SiNW sidewalls in the VLS growth process. Recently, Hannon et al. [13] observed nanoscale faceting in SiNWs during Au-catalyzed VLS growth in ultra-high vacuum, and reported that facets on the SiNW sidewalls were created by the interplay of Au diffusion from Au–Si droplets and a subsequent vapor–solid (VS) process with increasing growth time. den Hertog et al. [14] also reported that diffusion of Au in SiNWs could be controlled by silane partial pressure and growth temperature. More recently, Oehler et al. [15] found that the presence of Au on SiNW sidewalls has a critical effect on its morphology because Au diffusion along the sidewalls causes surface reconstruction, which in turn leads to faceting.

However, there have been no systematic studies on the formation, and the resulting phonon transport characteristics, of SiNWs have not only a rough surface morphology on the sidewalls with {111}/{100} facetting, but also stacking faults inside the SiNWs. Moreover, to further elucidate the effects of roughness- and stacking-fault-induced phonon-boundary scattering on coherent phonon transport characteristics in SR-SiNWs, we present systematic experimental studies in terms of roughness, facets and stacking faults using a conventional thermal bridge method over a temperature range of 25–300 K.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis and characterization of SR-SiNWs

The SiNWs were synthesized by an Au-catalyzed hot-wall chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth mechanism in a quartz-tube thermal furnace with SiH4 (3% diluted in Ar) as a Si source at a base pressure of 2 × 10⁻² torr. Prior to Au-catalyst deposition, a Si wafer was cleaned by buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF). Au catalyst (~2 nm in thickness) was deposited by e-beam evaporation onto the Si wafer. Then, the Au-coated Si substrates, which have been singulated into 0.7 cm × 0.7 cm dies, were placed into a quartz-tube furnace. The growth experiments were carried out at a pressure of ~2 torr (partial silane pressure of ~8.2 × 10⁻³ torr), a temperature of 550 °C and a SiH₄ flow rate of 3 sccm. The detailed experimental steps are described in our published reports [16,17]. The dimensions, surface morphology, crystal structures and composition of as-synthesized SiNWs were characterized using high resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis. The cross-sectional and longitudinal-sectional specimens for the TEM analysis were prepared using standard procedures in a dual beam focused ion beam (FIB) machine (see details in Fig. S.1 in Supplementary material).

2.2. Microdevice chip, NW manipulation and measurement setup for thermal property measurements

To measure the thermal properties of SiNWs, we used a suspended microdevice chip fabricated by a standard microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) process, as shown in Fig. 1. The fabricated microdevice chip has heating and sensing regions, which were formed by platinum (Pt) coils on silicon nitride (SiNₓ) membranes. The local temperature of each membrane can be estimated by measuring the temperature-dependent resistance of the Pt coil. For the placement of a single SiNW between two suspended membranes, a micromanipulator with a tungsten tip was used under an optical microscope. First, as-synthesized SiNWs were rubbed onto a TEM grid, and the tungsten tip was moved near a desired single SiNW on the TEM grid. As a result, the SiNW was naturally attached to the end of the tungsten tip by electrostatic force. Thereafter, we could easily place the SiNW onto the suspended microdevice chip. Additionally, Pt/C composite was also deposited using an e-beam induced deposition (EBID) on the contact regions to reduce the contact thermal resistance between the SiNW and metal electrodes, as shown in Figs. 1 and S.2. The detailed system set-up and procedure for measuring the thermal conductivity of SiNWs are well documented in the literature [1–3,18]. Fig. 2a and b shows the schematic measurement setup of the suspended SiNW
and a schematic diagram of the thermal bridge method with two suspended membranes for the thermal conductance measurements, respectively. For the thermal conductance measurements, the suspended samples are placed in a cryostat with a vacuum level of \(\sim 1 \times 10^{-5}\) torr. As shown in Fig. 2a, the electrical resistances of the sensing and heating membranes are measured using two lock-in amplifiers (SR 830 and SR 850, Stanford research system, USA) with sinusoidal excitation current. All details can be found in previous reports [1,4,18].

2.3. Effective thermal conductivity \(\kappa\) of taper SiNWs using modified Fourier’s law

In this study, the thermal conductivity \(\kappa\) of SiNWs was determined by the conventional thermal bridge method via a microdevice chip, composed of two suspended membranes [1–4,18]. As shown in Figs. 1a and 2b, the floating suspended structure of SiNW should be required to minimize the error of estimated thermal conductivity of SiNW using the thermal bridge thermometer method. For this reason, the heat loss through the substrate can be effectively prevented by the suspended floating structure, and most of the induced heat can flow only through the placed SiNW (Figs. 1a and 2b). The two suspended membranes (Fig. 1a) act as a heater and a sensor, respectively. One membrane (heater) can be Joule heated by AC current to cause heat conduction through the placed SiNW to the other membrane (sensor). Using this technique, we can directly obtain the thermal conductance \(G_s\) of the SiNW by the following equations [18]:

\[
G_b = \frac{Q_h + Q_L}{\Delta T_h + \Delta T_s}, \quad G_s = \frac{\Delta T_s}{\Delta T_h - \Delta T_s}
\]

where \(G_b\) is the thermal conductance of beams and \(Q_h\) and \(Q_L\) are the generated Joule heat of heating platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) and Pt leads, respectively. \(\Delta T_h\) and \(\Delta T_s\) can be calculated from the measured resistance of the heating and sensing PRTs and their temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR). \(G_s\) is the thermal conductance of the placed SiNW onto a platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) formed micro-device chip. The experimentally measured thermal conductance is easily converted into the thermal resistance by taking the inverse of the thermal conductance. The thermal conductivity of the SiNW can also be obtained from \(G_s\). The detailed information for measuring thermal thermoelectric properties of the one-dimensional nanostructures was reported previously [1,18]. From Fourier’s law, the thermal conductivity is defined in terms of the thermal current and the temperature gradient:

\[
J_x = -\kappa \frac{\partial T}{\partial x}
\]

In this definition, \(\kappa\) is the thermal conductivity, \(J_x\) is the heat flux per unit area in the \(x\)-direction (i.e. along the nanowire) and \(\frac{\partial T}{\partial x}\) is the temperature gradient along the \(x\)-direction. The intrinsic thermal resistance of a SiNW with the length and geometric cross-section of \(L\) and \(A\) is given by

\[
R_{\text{thermal}} = \frac{L}{\kappa A}
\]

In this formula, \(R_{\text{thermal}}\) is the thermal resistance, which is defined by \(\Delta T = Q R_{\text{thermal}}\), where \(Q\) is the heat generation rate and \(\Delta T\) is the temperature difference between the ends of the SiNW. The thermal conductivity \(\kappa\) is expressed in terms of the experimentally measured quantities as

![Fig. 2. Thermal conductivity measurement setup and thermal bridge method. (a) Schematic diagram of measurement setup for measuring the thermal conductance of the suspended SiNW using a microdevice chip. (b) Conventional thermal bridge method via a microdevice chip, which is composed of two suspended membranes. It indicates how to determine the thermal conductivity of SiNW suspended membranes.](image-url)
\[ \kappa = \frac{L}{(AR_{\text{thermal}})} = \frac{\dot{Q}L}{(A\Delta T)} = \frac{LG_s}{A} \] (4)

In the case of a tapered SiNW, care should be taken because the geometric cross-section is not constant over the nanowire. To convert the experimentally measured thermal resistance into the thermal conductivity of the tapered SiNW with the length and geometric cross-section of \( L \) and \( A(x) \), we begin with the definition of the effective thermal conductivity written in the following form:

\[ J_x = \frac{\dot{Q}}{A(x)} = -\kappa \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \] (5)

We integrate the equation with respect to \( x \) and obtain

\[ \dot{Q} \int_0^L \frac{dx}{\kappa A(x)} = T(0) - T(L) = \Delta T \] (6)

As we noticed from cross-sectional images of tapered SiNW from TEM measurements (Fig. 1b and Fig. S.2 in Supplementary material), the \( \kappa \) is not exactly constant along the nanowire. However, to compare relatively the thermal properties of different sizes of tapered SiNWs, we introduced an effective thermal conductivity \((\bar{\kappa})\), which is assumed to be constant along the nanowire of the sample because the ratio of inner core and outer shell region of tapered SiNW could approximately be a constant along the nanowire and then the result immediately leads to

\[ R_{\text{thermal}} = \bar{\kappa} \int_0^L \frac{dx}{A(x)} \] (7)

We can easily evaluate the integral with \( A(x) = \pi(r_B + (r_T - r_B))^2 \) and the result is

\[ \bar{\kappa} = \frac{L}{(\pi r_B r_T R_{\text{thermal}})} = \frac{\dot{Q}L}{(\pi r_B r_T \Delta T)} = \frac{LG_s}{(\pi r_B r_T)} \] (8)

where \( r_B \) and \( r_T \) are the radii of the cross-sections at the bottom end and at the top end, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Material characteristics of SR-SiNWs

We have successfully grown highly faceted and stacking-faulted SiNWs via Au-catalytic VLS growth. The SiNWs have diameters in the range of 100–200 nm and are up to 10 \( \mu \)m in length, as shown in Fig. 3a. They exhibit not only a typical tapered structure and pronounced facets along the growth direction, but also possess an abundance of nanoparticles on the surface (Fig. 3b and c). High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and energy dispersive X-ray micro-analysis (EDX) (Fig. 4a) were performed to examine the high and uniform coverage of nanoparticles. These were identified as 3–5 nm Au nanocrystals (NCs), where the Au-rich clusters appear as bright spots in the HAADF-STEM image. Au atoms that diffuse along the SiNW sidewalls are located mainly at energetically preferred steps of exposed facets or edges, rather than in a perfect crystal plane [19]. Fig. 4b and c clearly shows facets and stacking faults on the SiNW sidewalls, indicating the preferential \( \{111\} \) growth direction and the presence of stacking faults on the sidewalls of faceted SiNWs. Furthermore, the figures show not only the side facets on the sidewalls consisting of \( \{111\} \), \( \{100\} \), \( \{113\} \), \( \{115\} \) and \( \{117\} \) planes, but also stacking faults along the \( \{111\} \) growth direction based on fast Fourier transform (FFT) diffraction analyses (Fig. 4d and e).

Our results confirm that the highly faceted and tapered morphology could be attributed not only to Au diffusion into the sidewalls of SiNWs from Au–Si catalyst droplets during the VLS process, but also to the enhancement of the VS-dominant process on the sidewalls that creates considerable faceting from lateral growth. However, we observed a predominance of stacking faults along the \( \{111\} \) growth direction, which has not been commonly reported for \( \{111\} \)-oriented SiNWs. This is because \( \{111\} \) stacking faults including twin planes can generally be formed in Au-catalyzed SiNWs grown in the \( \{112\} \) direction [20,21]. More detailed explanations for the formation of facets and stacking faults associated with Au diffusion and lateral growth will be given here.

Faceting on the sidewalls of the SiNWs can be induced by Au decoration [20,21], boron (B) introduction [22] and HCl passivation [15]. According to these studies, the dominant factor could be the presence of impurities on the SiNWs. Since our SiNWs have no dopants, we performed TEM analysis and identified the orientation of the facets in order to study the faceting evolution due to Au diffusion.

Fig. 3. SEM characterization. (a) SEM image of SiNWs grown on a 2 nm thick Au layer deposited on a Si(100) substrate using a hot-wall CVD system at 550 °C for 4 h. (b) Enlarged SEM image of squared region in (a). (c) HRSEM image of a SiNW showing the facets and Au NCs on the surface.
as a function of growth time. In the case of SiNW grown for 2 h (Fig. 5a), the facets are mainly composed of long \{111\} planes and short \{100\} planes along the \{112\} side-walls. However, the \{100\} planes are gradually converted into \{113\} planes, and then into \{100\} planes with increasing exposure time up to 4 h. By increasing growth time up to 9 h, the \{100\} planes are gradually reconverted into \{113\} planes, followed by subsequent conversion of both \{111\} and \{100\} planes into \{112\}, \{115\}, \{115\} and \{117\} planes. Our observation of alternating \{111\} and \{100\} planes on the sidewalls of SiNWs grown for 2 h is consistent with previous reports [22] where the periodic nanofacets composed of \{111\} and \{100\} are generated by enhancing lateral growth on B-doped and Au-decorated sidewalls of the \{111\}-oriented SiNWs. In addition, rougher \{111\}/\{100\} facets are formed on the sidewalls by the formation of intermediate \{113\} planes during lateral growth that result from surface reconstruction on preferentially Au-diffused \{113\} planes at low silane partial pressure [23].

To further investigate the dependence of growth time on the presence and origin of stacking faults in the SiNWs, we prepared cross-sectional and longitudinal-sectional TEM specimens with FIB ion milling. Fig. 5b-d shows the cross-sectional TEM images of an individual SiNW, indicating that the diameters are 135 nm for a 2 h growth time, 210 nm for a 4 h growth time and 310 nm for a 9 h growth time. The SiNWs consist of a single crystalline Si core region and a defect-laden Si shell region with well-defined \{112\} side facets, which can be considered as short periodical \{111\} and \{100\} steps with atomic layer height [24]. Using high resolution (HR) TEM, we confirmed that all of core regions are highly single-crystalline structures without stacking faults, as shown in Fig. 5b’–d’. On the other hand, the shell regions exhibit defects such as stacking faults and twins (denoted by arrows) that are oriented along both the axial and radial \{111\} directions, as shown in Figs. 4c and 5b’–d’. We also found that the density of stacking faults and the thickness of the shell regions increase with growth time. In addition, Fig. 5e shows the
longitudinal-sectional TEM images of an individual SiNW, not only demonstrating that the density and thickness of stacking faults (highlighted in purple) gradually decrease along the SiNW shaft, but also exhibiting the similar trend to the roughness and diameter of SiNWs by investigation on enlarged images of each areas. Interestingly, sawtooth facets are observed at the interfacial boundary between the core and shell region. Therefore, we note that the formation of facets and stacking faults obviously depend on Au diffusion and subsequent lateral growth on the side-walls of $h_{111}$-oriented SiNWs. Under low silane partial pressure, Au diffusion plays a particularly important role in the formation of facets with the two periodic planes $\{111\}$ and $\{100\}$.

It is especially important to determine where the Au clusters are located on/in the SiNW surface in order to understand the formation of facets and stacking faults. Thus we performed a wet isotropic etching in a mixture of HF:NH$_4$F:H$_2$O for 6 h to remove the shell region, consisting of facets and stacking faults on the sidewalls of SiNWs (Fig. 6a). Fig. 6b–e shows less roughness and fewer facets and stacking faults compared with the highly faceted SiNWs. Interestingly, a number of Au nanoparticles (black dots) still appeared on the surface despite the long period of etching (Fig. 6e). Furthermore, the HRTEM images show the abundant presence of Au clusters on the stacking faults along the $\{111\}$ direction (Fig. 6e and f). Therefore, these stacking faults (yellow arrows) are likely to be bound up with Au clusters (white circles) that are formed on the facets during the lateral growth process (Fig. 6f).

This uncovering of stacking faults and Au clusters in the shell region has important implications with respect to the growth mechanism of the highly faceted and tapered SiNWs. Based on the cross-sectional and longitudinal-sectional TEM results, it is reasonable to assume a growth process in which axial growth (core) is followed by lateral growth (shell) on the sidewalls of the SiNWs. At a low partial pressure ($8.2 \times 10^{-3}$ torr), the supply of Si to the Au catalyst is not sufficient, resulting in an Au-rich region in the phase diagram and excess Au atoms in the droplet. Thus, excess Au atoms diffuse into the SiNW surface by forming an Au–Si eutectic on the surface [25]. They then accelerate lateral growth in the SiNWs, since the Au clusters are an active catalyst for lateral growth. As a result, the surface

Fig. 5. Faceting and stacking faults analysis. (a) TEM images of SiNW facet orientations grown for 2, 3, 4, 6 and 9 h, respectively. (b–d) Quasi-6-fold cross-sectional TEM images of the SiNW grown for 3, 4 and 6 h, respectively. (b’–d’, and b”–d”) HRTEM images of core and shell regions corresponded to (b–d). (e) Longitudinal TEM images of an individual SiNW grown for 4 h. (A–B’) Enlarged images of squared regions.
reconstruction of the sidewalls could induce alternating long \{111\} and short \{100\} faces during lateral growth. However, the Au atoms that have diffused to the steps of exposed facets or edges readily interact with Si atoms to form Au–Si alloy clusters, which could dislodge from the strong covalently bonded Si crystal structure [26], thus inducing the \{111\} stacking faults and the \{111\} twinning on/in the facets of NWs during lateral growth. As lateral growth proceeds on the facets of SiNWs via the VS-dominant process, stacking faults are gradually extended to the outer shell region along the \{111\} axial and lateral directions.

3.2. Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity measurements of SiNWs

Our well-controlled, highly faceted and stacking-faulted SiNWs should have a better thermal property compared to the VLS-grown and smooth-surfaced NWs, since the thermal conductivity is greatly reduced at the rough facets and stacking faults due to the enhanced phonon-boundary scattering. Furthermore, the highly roughened surface and stacking faults of our SR-SiNWs may also induce enhanced phonon-boundary scattering via coherent phonon (multiple) scattering, as described in previous reports [27–29]. Normally, in the coherent phonon transport regime, we can observe the unusually low thermal conductivity values with an unexpected power law of \(\sim T^x\) (1 \(\leq x \leq 2\)) at low temperature [28,30–32]. Therefore, we systematically measured the thermal conductivities of smooth, SR- and SR-reduced SiNWs at low temperature using a conventional thermal bridge method to further investigate the effects of roughness and stacking faults on coherent phonon transport characteristics. For the final calculation of the thermal conductivities of SR- and SR-reduced NWs (e.g. tapered SiNWs), we employed a modified Fourier’s law and introduced effective thermal conductivity \(\kappa\), as discussed in Section 2.3 to compare the thermal properties of different sizes of tapered SR-SiNWs. As we noticed from longitudinal-sectional images of tapered SR-SiNW from TEM measurements as shown in Figs. 3–5, the thermal conductivity of the SR-SiNW may not be constant along the nanowire. Thus, we believe that more detailed studies including the effect of stacking-fault density of the outer shell region, in which most of defects exist as discussed previously, a lateral thermal conductivity distribution of tapered NW and a new modeling of the anisotropic nanostructure of tapered SiNW, and further measurement study with other techniques, such as spatially resolved thermal resistance mapping measurement using in situ focused e-beam heating techniques, are being studied in our laboratory with the aim of producing a solid explanation for this phenomenon. Moreover, we also considered the uncertainty in measured thermal conductivity of SiNWs. One of the major error sources is the contact thermal resistance between NW and electrodes. To obtain the portion of contact thermal resistance for our set-up and experimental protocol, we measured the thermal resistance of SiNWs with different lengths and diameters [27]. In this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6 Au clusters diffusion on the sidewalls of the SiNWs. (a) Illustration of the isotropic etching process for converting surface reconstruction SiNW (SR-SiNW) into surface reconstruction-reduced SiNW (SR-reduced SiNW). (b) TEM images of SR-reduced SiNW. (c–e) Magnified TEM images of the yellow circled regions in (b). (f) High-magnification TEM image of red squared region in (e). (Inset) High-magnification HRTEM of stacking faulted region in (f). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7a shows the effective thermal conductivity \(\kappa\) as a function of temperature (25–300 K) for three SR-SiNWs of similar surface morphology and crystal structure but different geometries (see details in Table 1) alongside that of a smooth SiNW \(d \sim 73\) nm) [30]. For the calculation of the thermal conductivity of rough SR-SiNWs using Eq. (8), we took the mean diameter (or radius) of SR-SiNWs and then added the surface roughness contribution to the thermal conductivity with a standard deviation. The root-mean-square (rms) roughness of SR-SiNWs was \(\sim 4.5\) nm. Accordingly, the effective thermal conductivities of these SR-SiNWs with similar top diameters and different bottom diameters \(d_b \sim 150, 160\) and 195 nm) were determined to be \(\sim 19.6 \pm 2.5, \sim 16.1 \pm 1.9\) and \(\sim 13.0 \pm 1.5\) W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) at room temperature, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7a, two distinct features of the phonon transport characteristics of SR-SiNWs are observed. First, although SR-SiNWs are thicker than smooth SiNW, the thermal conductivities of SR-SiNWs are lower than that of the smooth SiNW \(\sim 25\) W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) at 300 K). To understand this phenomenon, the effects of roughness and facets on the sidewalls of SR-SiNWs were considered. From the previous reports [10,27], we note that the roughness and facets of our
SR-SiNWs may have contributed to higher rates of phonon scattering, leading to further enhanced phonon-boundary scattering that results in greatly reduced thermal conductivity. Fig. 7 b and c shows the schematic diagrams of the phonon transport mechanism in smooth SiNWs and SR-SiNWs, respectively. In smooth SiNWs, mainly diffusive boundary scattering occurs, where phonons scatter (white-dot arrows in Fig. 7) from the surface in any direction irrespective of the angle of the incident phonon (yellow arrows in Fig. 7). In the diffusive regime, the size of SiNWs limits the phonon-boundary scattering. On the other hand, the roughness and facets of SR-SiNWs behave like secondary phonon scattering phases (Fig. 7c), resulting in the enhancement of phonon-boundary scattering via diffuse reflection and backscattering [1,2,4,5,10,27]. Consequently, the thermal conductivity of our SR-SiNWs could be reduced by a roughness- and facet-induced phonon-boundary scattering on the sidewalls. Our experimental results are in good agreement with previous reports on rough and faceted SiNWs [2,4,5,10,27].

SR-SiNWs may have contributed to higher rates of phonon scattering, leading to further enhanced phonon-boundary scattering that results in greatly reduced thermal conductivity. Fig. 7b and c shows the schematic diagrams of the phonon transport mechanism in smooth SiNWs and SR-SiNWs, respectively. In smooth SiNWs, mainly diffusive boundary scattering occurs, where phonons scatter (white-dot arrows in Fig. 7) from the surface in any direction irrespective of the angle of the incident phonon (yellow arrows in Fig. 7). In the diffusive regime, the size of SiNWs limits the phonon-boundary scattering. On the other hand, the roughness and facets of SR-SiNWs behave like secondary phonon scattering phases (Fig. 7c), resulting in the enhancement of phonon-boundary scattering via diffuse reflection and backscattering [1,2,4,5,10,27]. Consequently, the thermal conductivity of our SR-SiNWs could be reduced by a roughness- and facet-induced phonon-boundary scattering on the sidewalls. Our experimental results are in good agreement with previous reports on rough and faceted SiNWs [2,4,5,10,27].

Table 1
Summary of extracted effective thermal conductivity (κ) of various SiNWs at 300 K. Samples length (m), diameter (nm) at 300 K (W m⁻¹ K⁻¹) U-peak (K) dtdb Smooth SiNW 4.7 73 73 24.6 160 SR-SiNW #1 5.0 76 150 19.6 ± 2.5 200 SR-SiNW #2 5.9 80 160 16.1 ± 1.9 260 SR-SiNW #3 5.5 80 195 13.0 ± 1.5 200 SR-reduced SiNW 5.0 55 140 39.4 ± 6.3 220

SR-SiNWs may have contributed to higher rates of phonon scattering, leading to further enhanced phonon-boundary scattering that results in greatly reduced thermal conductivity. Fig. 7b and c shows the schematic diagrams of the phonon transport mechanism in smooth SiNWs and SR-SiNWs, respectively. In smooth SiNWs, mainly diffusive boundary scattering occurs, where phonons scatter (white-dot arrows in Fig. 7) from the surface in any direction irrespective of the angle of the incident phonon (yellow arrows in Fig. 7). In the diffusive regime, the size of SiNWs limits the phonon-boundary scattering. On the other hand, the roughness and facets of SR-SiNWs behave like secondary phonon scattering phases (Fig. 7c), resulting in the enhancement of phonon-boundary scattering via diffuse reflection and backscattering [1,2,4,5,10,27]. Consequently, the thermal conductivity of our SR-SiNWs could be reduced by a roughness- and facet-induced phonon-boundary scattering on the sidewalls. Our experimental results are in good agreement with previous reports on rough and faceted SiNWs [2,4,5,10,27].

The other notable feature is that the thermal conductivity of SR-SiNWs is smaller for NWs of larger base, which is not consistent with previous reports [1–3,5,30,33]. Typically, when the NWs have a similar surface morphology and crystal structure, the thermal conductivity decreases with decreasing NW thickness because of the enhanced phonon-boundary scattering at the surface. This abnormal phonon transport characteristic of SR-SiNWs can be explained by stacking-faults-induced phonon-boundary scattering. As discussed above, the diffuse reflection and backscattering can take place at the outer shell region of SR-SiNWs, since the stacking faults could contribute to higher rates of phonon-boundary scattering (Fig. 7c). In our growth model, stacking faults were formed at the outer shell region of SiNWs, as shown in Fig. 5. As a result, the number of stacking faults for thicker SR-SiNWs is much higher relative to those for thinner ones, indicating that the thermal conductivities of SR-SiNWs are inversely proportional to the thickness of SiNWs. Consequently, we found that the stacking-fault-induced phonon-boundary scattering dominates over other phonon scattering mechanisms.

To further elucidate the effects of surface reconstruction (e.g. roughness and stacking faults) on the suppression of thermal conductivity in SR-SiNWs, the outer shell region of the SR-SiNWs was wet-chemically-etched away (Fig. 6a). As shown in Fig. 8a, the thermal conductivity of SR-reduced SiNW, which had a df of ~55 nm and a db of ~140 nm, is two to three times higher relative to that for SR-SiNWs of comparable thickness. Thus we see decreased phonon-boundary scattering with less roughness. For interpretation of color in Fig. 7, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
and fewer stacking faults. It clearly indicates that the phonon transport characteristics can be successfully controlled by surface reconstruction in SiNWs. Surprisingly, however, even if the phonon-boundary scattering has been significantly enhanced via diffuse reflection and backscattering at rough surface and stacking faults, our measured thermal conductivity values of SR-SiNWs are still considerably lower than that predicted from Casimir’s limit for given NW diameters (up to 195 nm) (Fig. 8b and c). This phenomenon can be considered as coherent phonon transport characteristics [3,28,30–32,34]. In a coherent phonon transport regime, we can observe that the phonon transport shows the frequency-dependent phonon scattering with unexpected power law of \( C^24 T_a(1.6 \leq x \leq 1.9) \) at low temperature [3,32,34]. Interestingly, our SR-SiNWs also show the unexpected power law of \( C^24 T_a(1.6 \leq x \leq 1.9) \) in the temperature range of 25–60 K, as shown in Fig. 8a, distinct from the Debye \( T^3 \) behavior. To understand the observed coherent phonon transport behavior in SR-SiNWs, we considered the coherent (multiple) phonon scattering suggested by the Sinha research group [31,32]. They have shown both experimentally and theoretically coherent phonon scattering at grain boundaries and rough surface in Si inverse opals and rough SiNWs [28,31,32]. Similarly, we hypothesize that coherent (multiple) phonon scattering can be induced by both rough surface and stacking faults in SR-SiNWs, leading to frequency-dependent phonon transport characteristics, resulting in the severely reduced thermal conductivity values for the given NW diameters. As compared with smooth and SR-reduced SiNWs in Figs. 7a and 8a, it can be clearly seen that the phonon transport follows the frequency-independent model, which fits the Debye \( T^3 \) well, since the impacts of roughness and stacking faults are quite low on coherent phonon scattering. Our results show that the roughness and stacking faults play a dominant role in coherent phonon scattering in SR-SiNWs. However, to establish the correct phonon scattering mechanism and model, further detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of the effects of roughness parameters (e.g. correlation length, rms), rough interface and stacking faults on coherent phonon heat conduction should be considered.

4. Conclusions

We have reported a new method for producing high-roughness and stacking-faulted SiNWs to enhance phonon-boundary scattering. The faceting and the formation of stacking faults are strongly dependent on Au diffusion and the subsequent lateral growth on the sidewalls of SiNWs. Thus we can easily control the surface morphology and crystal structure by an in situ, Au-catalyzed, one-step
combined VLS–VS process during SiNW growth without additional processing such as wet chemical etching, doping or alloying. We demonstrated that our well-controlled, highly faceted and stacking-faulted SiNWs show an increase in thermal conductivity along their length due to a progressive decrease of both roughness and stacking fault density, despite a tapering down of the diameter. Furthermore, we also observed that our SR-SiNWs exhibit unusually low thermal conductivity values with unexpected power law of \( C_24 \) in the temperature range of 25–60 K for the range of diameters studied. These abnormal behaviors are consistent with a frequency-dependent model caused by coherent (multiple) phonon scattering at the rough surface and stacking faults on SR-SiNWs. Based on this study, we believe that our facile approach may be extended to other promising one-dimensional TE materials and devices to enhance their TE performance.
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